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Electron spin echo envelope modulationsESEEMd has been observed for the first time from a
coupledheterospin pair of electron and nucleus in liquid solution. Previously, modulation effects in
spin-echo experiments have only been described in liquid solutions for a coupled pair of
homonuclear spins in nuclear magnetic resonance or a pair of resonant electron spins in electron
paramagnetic resonance. We observe low-frequency ESEEMs26 and 52 kHzd due to a new
mechanism present for any electron spin withS.1/2 that is hyperfine coupled to a nuclear spin. In
our case these are electron spinsS=3/2d and nuclear spinsI =1d in the endohedral fullerene N@C60.
The modulation is shown to arise from second-order effects in the isotropic hyperfine coupling of
an electron and14N nucleus. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1888585g

I. INTRODUCTION

Measuring the modulation of a spin echo in pulsed
magnetic-resonance experiments has become a popular tech-
nique for studying weak spin-spin couplings. It is used
extensively in the fields of chemistry, biochemistry, and
materials science, both in liquids and solids, using nuclear
magnetic resonance sNMRd and electron para-
magnetic resonancesEPRd.1–3 Two distinct mechanisms
for spin-echo modulation have been identified in the litera-
ture.

In the first mechanism, a pair of spins,S and I, are
coupled through an exchange or dipole-dipole interaction,

J·SW ·IW or J·SzIz, and the echo modulation arises for nonselec-
tive refocusing pulses, which flip both coupled spins. The
magnitude of the echo signal oscillates as cossJtd, wheret is
the interpulse delay time.4 This is most commonly observed
for coupled pairs of homonuclear spins,5 though it is also
known for pairs of coupled electron spins with identical or
similar Larmor frequencies.6,7

It should be emphasised that a similar coupling,J·SW ·IW,
between unlike spinssincluding coupling between hetero-
nuclear spins, hyperfine coupling between electron and
nuclear spins, and electron-electron coupling between two

electron spins with different Larmor frequenciesd results in
no modulation effects from this mechanism: The heterospin
coupling energy changes its sign upon application of the re-
focusing pulsesbecause only one spin flipsd, and the magne-
tization is thus fully refocused at the time of echo formation,
in the same way as in the presence of any other inhomoge-
neous magnetic fields.

A second electron spin echo envelope modulationsES-
EEMd mechanism, which does apply to coupled pairs of
heterospins, has also been identified.2,3 This mechanism re-
quires anisotropic spin-spin interactions se.g., AzzSzIz

+AzxSzIxd and is therefore restricted to solids or high-
viscosity liquids. The modulation arises as a result of
“branching” of the spin transitions created by the refocusing
pulse. The resonant spinS precesses with a Larmor fre-
quency that is different before and after the refocusing pulse,
and therefore accumulates an additional phase, which causes
oscillations in the echo signal, as cossvIktd, wherevIk is the
spin transition frequency of the nonresonant spinI. The am-
plitude of the oscillations depends on the magnitude of the
anisotropic hyperfine component.

In this paper we demonstrate that contrary to previous
belief, echo modulation effects can also be observed for a
heterospin pair coupled by a purelyisotropicspin interaction,
and we thus identify a new ESEEM mechanism. Our het-
erospin pair is the endohedral fullerene N@C60 in CS2

solution, with electron spinS=3/2 interacting through anadElectronic mail: john.morton@materials.ox.ac.uk
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isotropic hyperfine couplingsa·SW ·IW,a=15.8 MHzd to the
nuclear spinI =1 of 14N. The isotropic hyperfine coupling
lifts the degeneracy of the electron-spin transitions,
leading to a profound modulation of the echo intensity at
about 52 kHz. We shall show that this third modulation
mechanism is only effective in high-spin electron systems
sS.1/2d. The N@C60 molecule has an exceptionally long
electron-spin dephasing timesT2=210msd, enabling the ob-
servation of this low-frequency ESEEM for the first
time.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

High purity endohedral N@C60 was prepared,8 dissolved
in CS2 to a final concentration of 131015–231015/cm3,
freeze-pumped in three cycles to remove oxygen, and finally
sealed in a quartz EPR tube. The samples were 0.7–1.4-cm
long, and contained approximately 531013 N@C60 spins.
Pulsed EPR measurements were done at 190 K using an
X-band Bruker Elexsys580e spectrometer, equipped with a
nitrogen-flow cryostat. In the two-pulsesHahnd electron spin
echo sESEd experiments,p /2−t−p−t−echo, thep /2 and
p pulse durations were 56 and 112 ns, respectively. Phase
cycling was used to eliminate the contribution of unwanted
free-induction decaysFIDd signals.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1sad shows the continuous-wave EPR spectrum of
N@C60 in CS2 at room temperature. The spectrum is
centered on the electrong-factor g=2.0036 and comprises
three lines, resulting from the hyperfine coupling to14N.9

The relevant isotropic spin Hamiltoniansin angular

frequency unitsd is

H0 = veSz − vIIz + a ·SW · IW, s1d

where ve=gbB0/" and vI =gIbnB0/" are the electron and
14N nuclear Zeeman frequencies,g and gI are the electron
and nuclearg-factors, b and bn are the Bohr and nuclear
magnetons," is Planck’s constant, andB0 is the magnetic
field applied along thez axis in the laboratory frame. Each
hyperfine linefmarked in Fig. 1sad with MI =0 and ±1g in-
volves the three allowed electron-spin transitions
DMS=1 within the S=3/2 multiplet. These electron-spin
transitions remain degenerate forMI =0, as seen in Fig. 1scd,
but split into three linesswith relative intensities 3:4:3d for
MI = ±1, as seen in Figs. 1sbd and 1sdd. This additional split-
ting of 0.9mT originates from the second-order hyperfine
corrections a2/ve=26 kHz, and its observation is only
possible because of the extremely narrow EPR linewidth
,0.3 mT in N@C60. Similar second-order splittings have
been reported for the related spin system of endohedral
fullerene 31P@C60, which has S=3/2 coupled with
I =1/2.10

Figure 2sad shows two-pulse echo decays measured at
the centralMI =0 and the high-fieldMI =−1 hyperfine lines.
The decay is monotonic forMI =0 and has an exponential
dependence exps−2t /T2d with T2=210ms. However, the
decay is oscillatory forMI =−1 sand also for MI = +1,
not shownd—the Fourier transform of the decay reveals two
peaks at frequencies 26 and 52 kHz, as seen in
Fig. 2sbd. These frequencies correlate closely to the splitting
of 26 kHz found in the EPR spectrum in
Figs. 1sbd and 1sdd, indicating that the two effects have the
same origin.

FIG. 1. sad EPR spectrum of N@C60 in CS2 at room temperature. Each line
in the triplet signal is labeled with the corresponding projectionMI of the
14N nuclear spin.sb–dd Zoom-in for each line showing details of the line-
shape structure. The small satellite linessmarked withpd are due to a hy-
perfine interaction with the natural abundance of13C nuclei on the C60 cage.
Measurement parameters: microwave frequency, 9.67 GHz; microwave
power, 0.5mW; modulation amplitude, 2 mG; modulation frequency,
1.6 kHz.

FIG. 2. sad Two-pulse ESE decays for N@C60 in CS2 at 190 K measured at
the centralMI =0 and the high-fieldMI =−1 hyperfine components of the
EPR spectrum.sbd The Fourier transformsFTd of the oscillatory echo decay
at MI =−1.
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We shall use the spin-density operator formalism to de-
rive the modulation effects for the spin systemS=3/2, I =1.
The spin-density matrix after our two-pulse echo experiment
is given by

sstd = sUtR2
xUtR1

xd · s0 · sUtR2
xUtR1

xd†. s2d

Here,s0 is the density matrix at thermal equilibrium; in
the high-temperature approximation valid in our experi-
ments,s0 can be substituted with a spin operatorSz.

3 The
evolution operatorUt=exps−iH0td describes a free evolu-
tion of the spin system between the applied microwave
pulses, and the spin rotation operatorsRi

x describe spin rota-
tion upon application of the two microwave pulses,i =1,2.
The measured echo intensity is

Vstd = Trfsstd ·Dg. s3d

The detection operatorD=Sy ^ PMI
involves the 14N

nuclear-spin projection operatorPMI
to selectively detect

only those spin transitions associated with a specific nuclear-
spin projectionMI. In a pulsed EPR experiment, this corre-
sponds to performing measurements at the resolved hyper-
fine line in the EPR spectrum of N@C60 and integrating over
the echo signal shape to average out oscillating signals from
other off-resonance hyperfine lines. The echo derives from a
sum of the single-quantumsSQd coherencessrepresented by
the termssn,n+1 and sn+1,n in the density matrixd, weighted
by factors from the detection operatorD.

Our Hamiltonian,H0 fEq. s1dg, has small off-diagonal
elements provided by theasIxSx+ IySyd terms. These terms
are often omitted since they are known to contribute only
second-order energy corrections,4,11 but are, in fact, directly
responsible for the observed ESEEM. Diagonalisation of Eq.
s1d yields the magnitude of these corrections to be of the
order d=a2/ve, consistent with the splitting observed in
Figs. 1sbd and 1sdd. In addition, the isotropic hyperfine inter-
action introduces a small degree of mixing betweenIz, Sz

basis states; however, we find that this small mixing need not
be considered to appreciate the origin of the observed ES-
EEM. With this assumption, our Hamiltonian and all other
operators have block-diagonal structures, with nonzero ele-
ments only between states with the sameMI. Transitions
with simultaneous flip of both electron and nuclear spins are
thus forbidden12 and the evolution of electron spin can be
treated individually for each nuclear-spin manifold. We can
therefore avoid the derivation in the full 12312 Hilbert
space in a general form, and instead reduce the dimension-
ality to 434. The validity of this approximation is confirmed
below by a rigorous derivation using average Hamiltonian
theory. The reducedMI = +1 subspace of the diagonalised

Hamiltonian, correct to second order ina/ve, becomes

H0 = Szsve + ad − IzvI −1
0 0 0 0

0
3d

2
0 0

0 0 2d 0

0 0 0
3d

2

2 , s4d

which we can rearrange as

H0 = SzSve + a +
d

2
D − IzSvI +

7d

4
D +1

d 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 d
2Iz.

s5d

The term −IzsvI +7/4dd represents a constant energy
shift and can be ignored. We move into a resonant rotating
frame sthe coordinate system rotating with the microwave
frequencyvmw around the laboratoryz axisd. In this frame
the spin HamiltonianfEq. s5dg transforms toH−vmwSz, such
that

H0 =1
S3

2
DD + d 0 0 0

0 S1

2
DD 0 0

0 0 − S1

2
DD 0

0 0 0 − S3

2
DD + d

2 ,

s6d

where D=ve+a+d /2−vmw is the resonance offset fre-
quency.

The rotation operatorRi
x=expf−isH0+H1dtpi

g can be
simplified by taking into account a finite excitation band-
width of the microwave pulses, which are selective upon one
hyperfine line in the EPR spectrum.H1=gbB1Sx/", where
B1 is the microwave magnetic field applied along thex axis
in the rotating frame andtpi

is the duration of the microwave
pulses. Furthermore, since the bandwidth ofB1.4.5 MHz is
large compared to both the intrinsic EPR linewidth of 9 kHz
and the second-order splitting of 26 kHz of the outer lines in
the EPR spectrum, all three spin transitions within the elec-
tron S=3/2 multiplet are equally excited and the
respective rotation operator can be approximated asRi

x

.exps−iH1tpi
d=exps−iuiSxd, whereui =gbB1tpi

/" is the mi-
crowave pulse rotation angle. This results in the following
spin rotation operator for an on-resonance hyperfine line:
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Ri
x =1

cos3
ui

2

i
Î3

Ssin3 ui

2
+ sin

3ui

2
D −

1
Î3

Scos3
ui

2
− cos

3ui

2
D − i sin3 ui

2

i
Î3

Ssin3 ui

2
+ sin

3ui

2
D 1

3
Scos3

ui

2
+ 2 cos

3ui

2
D −

i

3
Ssin3 ui

2
− 2 sin

3ui

2
D −

1
Î3

Scos3
ui

2
− cos

3ui

2
D

−
i

Î3
Scos3

ui

2
− cos

3ui

2
D −

i

3
Ssin3 ui

2
− 2 sin

3ui

2
D 1

3
Scos3

ui

2
+ 2 cos

3ui

2
D i

Î3
Ssin3 ui

2
+ sin

3ui

2
D

− i sin3 ui

2
−

1
Î3

Scos3
ui

2
− cos

3ui

2
D i

Î3
Ssin3 ui

2
+ sin

3ui

2
D cos3

ui

2

2 . s7d

We need not consider the rotation operator for off-
resonance lines, as their excitation will lead to an oscillating
echo signal which is averaged out by selective detectionsi.e.,
through the detection operatorDd, and therefore does not
contribute to the overall echo signal.

We evaluate Eq.s2d for the two-pulse echo experiment
p /2−t−p−t−echo, and rearrange the terms for the pur-
poses of the discussion which follows:

sstd = sUtRp
x Utd · sRp/2

x · s0 · sRp/2
x d†d · sUtRp

x Utd†. s8d

Evaluating the heart of the echo sequence,UtRp
x Ut, is

instructive in understanding the source of the observed
modulation. From Eq.s7d, a perfectp rotation is

Rp
x =1

0 0 0 − i

0 0 − i 0

0 − i 0 0

− i 0 0 0
2 , s9d

with the resulting echo sequence operator shown below.

UtRp
x Ut = − i1

0 0 0 e2idt

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

e2idt 0 0 0
2 s10d

This indicates that over the course of the experiment,
statesS= ±3/2 pick up a phase of 2dt with respect to the
statesS= ±1/2, or in other words, the outer SQ coherences
ss1,2, s2,1, s3,4, ands4,3d oscillate with frequency 2d, while
the phases of the inner SQ coherencesss2,3 ands3,2d remain
constant.

The initial SQ coherences are provided by the first rota-
tion sp /2d

Rp/2
x · s0 · sRp/2

x d† =1
0 − iÎ3/2 0 0

iÎ3/2 0 − i 0

0 i 0 − iÎ3/2

0 0 iÎ3/2 0
2 ,

s11d

and the measuring weighting factors for each coherence are
Î3/2, 1, andÎ3/2 sassociated with the detection operator
Dd. Together these imply that the three coherences contribute

to the measured echo intensity, with relative amplitudes
3:4:3. In other words, their sum will yield a constant com-
ponent, and one oscillating with frequency 2d, with respec-
tive amplitudes 4:6. This is confirmed upon evaluation of
Eq. s3d,

VMI=±1std = 2 + 3 cos 2dt, s12d

and is consistent with the observed echo in Fig. 2sbd. The
modulation amplitude is deep, and the echo signal can
change its sign at the minima.

The effect is illustrated in Fig. 3sad, which shows the
phases gained during the “defocusing” periodt, i.e., free
evolution after the initial pulseu1 and before the refocusing
pulseu2. These phases derive from the differences between
adjacent elements along the diagonal of the Hamiltonian in
Eq. s6d sthe off-resonanceD is ignored as it is fully canceled
upon echo formationd. The six SQ coherence elements,
shaded in the figure and responsible for echo formation, gain
the phases 0 or ±dt. Upon application of the perfect refocus-
ing pulse withu2=p, each SQ coherence element uniquely
transforms, as shown with arrows, and continues to evolve
during the “refocusing” periodt to gain an additional phase
which does not compensate, but instead doubles the initial
phase. Thus, at the time of echo formation the SQ coherences
arrive with three different phases 0 and ±2dt. Their vector

FIG. 3. Phases gained by the density matrix elements during the two-pulse
ESE experiment atMI = +1. Phases caused by off-resonance refocus fully,
and are therefore omitted for clarity. The shaded off-diagonal elements rep-
resent single-quantumsSQd coherences which generate the echo signal upon
refocusing. Insad the arrows indicate the transition between the SQ coher-
ences caused by a perfect refocusing pulse withu2=p. sbd shows all pos-
sible transitionssspin coherence branchingd for one SQ coherence element,
caused by an imperfect refocusing pulse withu2Þp.
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sum interferes destructively to produce an echo signal the
magnitude of which oscillates as 2dt in accordance with Eq.
s12d.

The case of an imperfect refocusing pulse withu2Þp is
shown in Fig. 3sbd. In contrast tou2=p with a one-to-one
transformation of each density matrix element, the nonideal
pulse generates branching of the electron-spin transitions.
Therefore, the SQ coherence element which initially gained
the phase +dt during the defocusing period, refocuses into
three SQ coherencessshown with the arrowsd, each accumu-
lating different phases during the refocusing period. Thus, at
the time of echo formation the accumulated phases are 0,
+dt, and +2dt. The vector sum of these and other SQ coher-
ences produces a complex interference, with the echo signal
oscillating with two frequenciesd and 2d as observed in Fig.
2. Thus, the second harmonicd found in the echo modulation
is the result of an imperfect refocusing pulse.

The preceding physical description provides an intuitive
view of the new ESEEM effect. For it to be fully rigorous,
however, we should consider the effect of the mixing of the
Iz, Sz basis states. This necessarily involves the full 12-
dimensional Hilbert space, and the argument rapidly be-
comes opaque. Fortunately, the same results can be rigor-
ously obtained from the first-order correction in average
Hamiltonian theorysAHTd,13 which is equivalent to a stan-
dard perturbation theory approach in the rotating frame.

We begin by transforming the original HamiltonianfEq.
s1dg into a rotating frame of angular frequencyvmw, defining
Ve as the deviation from the electron Larmor frequency,
Ve=ve−vmw,

H0 = VeSz − vIIz + afSzIz + SxIx cossvmwtd

− SyIy sinsvmwtdg. s13d

The oscillatory terms in Eq.s13d are averaged out in the
zeroth-order average Hamiltonian

H̄0
s0d = VeSz − vIIz + aSzIz. s14d

Here, the bar overH0 refers to an average over one period of
the oscillationvmw. As the Hamiltonian in Eq.s14d results in
no modulation of the echo signal for a coupled heterospin
pair, the higher order terms of the average Hamiltonian must
be includedssee, for example, Ref. 3d. The first-order correc-
tion is

H̄0
s1d =

d

2
fsIsI + 1d − Iz

2dSz − sSsS+ 1d − Sz
2dIzg. s15d

We find that the average HamiltonianH̄0=H̄0
s0d+H̄0

s1d is suf-
ficient to describe the modulation effects. In this approach
the time-dependent mixing terms in the spin eigenstates have
been properly accounted for to producesafter time averag-

ingd the second-order energy corrections inH̄0
s1d. However,

these mixing terms appear to average to zero, with the result

that the effective HamiltonianH̄0 is a diagonal matrix in the
Iz,Sz basis, thus validating our earlier qualitative approach.

It can also be verified that in the presence of the applied
microwave field, the average Hamiltonian is, to first order,

the simple sumH̄0+gbB1Sx/". Therefore, the rotation op-

eratorRi
x and detection operatorD have the same block di-

agonal structures described abovesnonzero elements only
within the sameMI subspaced. This allows us again to reduce
the dimensionality of the Hilbert space to 434.

Substituting Eqs.s7d, s14d, and s15d into Eq. s3d, and
after some manipulation, we find the following expressions
for the echo amplitude in a general two-pulse sequenceu1

−t−u2−t−echo for theS=3/2, I =1 spin system. The echo
modulation is identical for the two outerMI = ±1 hyperfine
lines,

VMI=±1std = 2 sinu1 sin2 u2

2
fA0su2d + A1su2dcosdt

+ A2su2dcos 2dtg, s16d

where

A0su2d = 1 − 6 cos2
u2

2
+

27

2
cos4

u2

2
,

A1su2d = 6 cos2
u2

2
S2 − 3 cos2

u2

2
D ,

A2su2d =
3

2
sin2 u2

2
S1 − 3 cos2

u2

2
D . s17d

The signal is modulated with frequenciesd and 2d, consis-
tent with the experimental observations in Fig. 2. The modu-
lation amplitudes in Eq.s17d depend strongly on the rotation
angles of the microwave pulses. At optimal rotation angles,
u1=p /2, u2=p, Eq. s12d is recovered.

In contrast to the two outer lines, the echo signal at the
centralMI =0 hyperfine line shows no modulation effects,

VMI=0std = 2 sinu1 sin2 u2

2
. s18d

It is instructive to consider which terms in the average

Hamiltonian H̄0
s1d give rise to the modulation effects. The

termsIsI +1dSz andSsS+1dIz are not responsible as they pro-
duce only a constant shift to the electron and nuclear Zeeman
frequencies, respectively. The termIz

2Sz is also irrelevant be-
cause electron-nuclear flip-flop transitions are forbidden,
henceMI stays invariant during the experiment. This term
changes its sign, but not its magnitude, during the refocusing
pulse, and thus fully refocuses. Therefore,Sz

2Iz is solely re-
sponsible for the modulation effects. ForMI =0, this last
term becomes zero, and consequently there are no modula-
tion effects produced at the central hyperfine line in the EPR
spectrum. Note that this term is responsible for thespin-
dependentshifts to the energies of the spin states used in the
earlier derivationfsee Eqs.s4d and s5dg.

The effect of a non-p refocusing pulse angle is shown in
Fig. 4. As predicted by Eq.s16d, we observe that whenu2

=2p /3, the modulation effects are dominated by the low-
frequencyd, rather than the high-frequency 2d found when
u2=p.

Equations16d also confirms that a perfectp refocusing
pulse yields only a 2d frequency component in the modula-
tion, however, ad component is clearly observed in Fig. 2.
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The imperfection is explained by the inhomogeneity of the
microwave magnetic fieldB1 in the resonator cavity, which
results in a distribution of spin rotation anglesu2 across the
ensemble. If we assume a Gaussian distribution of rotation
angles, the relative intensities of the low- and high-frequency
componentsI1/ I2=0.17 in the experimental spectrum corre-
sponds to a standard deviation ofs=0.31 rad. This corre-
sponds to a 10% error in ap rotation angle, consistent with
previously reported values forB1 field inhomogeneity in this
resonator cavity.14 To verify that theB1 field inhomogeneity
is the source of the low-frequency component, we applied an
error-correcting compositep-pulsestype BB115d as the refo-
cusing pulse. The resulting ESEEM contained only the single
52-kHz frequency componentsthe 26-kHz component was at
least a factor of 0.03 smaller and fell below the noise leveld.

The derivation of the modulation is easily generalised to
the case of an arbitrary electron spinS.1/2 coupled
through an isotropic hyperfine interaction to a magnetic
nucleus. Using an approach similar to that described in Eqs.
s9d–s11d, the general expression for two-pulse ESEEM with a
perfect refocusing pulse can be shown to be

Vstd = o
MS=−S

S

sS− MSdsS+ MS+ 1deis1+2MSdMIdt. s19d

The summation is over electron-spin projectionsMS, while
the nuclear-spin projectionMI identifies the hyperfine line of
the EPR spectrum in which the modulation effects are ob-
served.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Potential applications of this new mechanism include
measuring the hyperfine coupling constant and determining
the electron-spin number; it may also be relevant to certain
quantum information processing schemes.16 The accurate

measurement of the hyperfine constant in a continuous-wave
EPR measurement is subject toB0 field instability stypically
.10 mGd. However, the ESEEM frequency can be measured
accurately, given a sufficiently long dephasing time, poten-
tially providing a more precise measurement. In this case
accuracy may be improved by moving to lower applied mag-
netic fields slower EPR frequencyd. In contrast with other
types of ESEEM, this would also lead to ahighermodulation
frequency. Finally, we note that given appropriate electron-
nuclear spin coupling energies and decoherence times, this
effect will also lead to a modulation in nuclear-spin echo
experiments.

Note added in proof:It has come to our attention that
similar results were observed by C. Knapp and described in a
thesis which can be obtained from K.-P. Dinse at TU Darm-
stadt, Germany.
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